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SIXTY6 TOWER BY PININFARINA:
a new Residential Skyscraper
Inspired by Cyprus Sandstone Cliffs

Turin, March 12, 2019 –  Sixty6 Tower by Pininfarina 
represents the latest project in residential architecture 
designed by Pininfarina for Nikhi Group. The tower follows 
the success achieved by the company in the residential 
field expressed by a portfolio of developments including 
Vitra and Cyrela by Pininfarina, winning international 
architecture awards.
The Sixty6 will surge in Limassol, Cyprus, and will occupy 
a gross floor area of 10.000 sqm. The development will be 
carried out by Nikhi, one of the leading national players, and 
is planned to be completed by 202.

Sixty6 Tower by Pininfarina was designed in image and 
likeness of Cyprus. The building is a 17-floors residential 
tower inspired by the layering of the sandstone cliffs, typical 
of Cyprus coasts, and by the history of the island, rich and 
unique thanks to the stratification of different cultures.

The goal of the Pininfarina architects was to conceive a 
new way to experience and enjoy the sea life through 
architecture and new technologies. The elliptical shape 

of the building allows in fact the sea view from all the 
apartments enhanced by the external glass walls making the 
sky and the sea entering into the apartments. The spacious 
balconies, moreover, beyond permitting to enjoy the 
extraordinary Cyprus climate, represent both an aesthetic 
element giving personality to the project and a functional 
one as they control the solar radiation.

The uniqueness of the exteriors is matched by the 
refinement of the interiors. The building hosts three 
typical floors with apartment of different dimensions and a 
luxurious penthouse enriched by gardens. The experience is 
completed by the possibility to enjoy a gym and a spa with 
an external swimming pool.palestra e di un centro benessere 
con piscina esterna.

IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO ADMIRE THE ARCHITECTURAL 
MODEL OF THE PROJECT FROM 12 TO 15 MARCH 2019 
AT THE MIPIM INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY EVENT HOSTED 
IN CANNES PININFARINA BOOTH P-1.N13.
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Pininfarina Architecture

Pininfarina is an internationally renowned design house, since 89 years emblem of the Italian style in the world, 
with offices in Italy, Germany, China and the United States. Since the ’80s Pininfarina has established as a world leading 
designer also outside the automotive sector.

Among the over 600 projects developed along the years, 
the most recent in the Architecture and Interior Design 
regard Turkey (the Istanbul New Airport Air Traffic Control 
Tower), Poland (A class office complex in Warsaw), United 
States (the 1100 Millecento luxury apartment building in 
Miami and the luxury Beachwalk development in Hallandale 
Beach, Florida, the Virginia Key Harbour & Marine Center 
in Miami), Argentina (nautic complexes Tifon Baigorria in 
Rosario and Tifon Tigre in Buenos Aires), Brazil (Cyrela, 
luxury condo in Sao Paulo, and Vitra and Yact House, luxury 
skyscrapers in Balneario Camboriu). In Italy, following the 
great success of the Juventus Stadium in Turin, which was 
awarded the Innovation Award Stadium, the company has 

designed the Terrazza Martini, built in the Italian Pavilion 
at EXPO 2015 in Milan. Pininfarina Home Design is the 
most recent project, an innovative vision for the Home 
Spaces, combining Pininfarina heritage in furniture design 
with the unique architectural style. Pininfarina won several 
International Architecture Award. Among the most 
recent: the 2016 International Architecture Award for the 
Istanbul New Airport ATC Tower, the 2016 iF Design Award 
assigned to the Cyrela by Pininfarina skyscraper and the 
2015 American Architecture Award assigned to Vitra, a 
skyscraper design by Pininfarina for Pasqualotto. Pininfarina 
was also confirmed as 5th in a ranking of the Top 100 
Architecture and Design Companies operating in Italy.
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